
Redpill Linpro's monthly newsletter will
bring you updates on news, events, blogs
and more.

LATEST NEWS: 

Do not develop and operate your APIs - DevOps
them     

To make your APIs successful in this
context, you need to develop APIs that are
easy to modify, deploy, maintain and
operate. You also need a plan to handle
unexpected situations and manage them in
an accurate manner.

This is why we introduce DevOps thinking to your API endeavors.

Blog post on API Readiness - DevOps  

Improving the environment through APIs      
Västtrafik has developed APIs with the overall goal to
improve the travel experience for passengers through
digital services. And by doing this also convince more
people to use public transportation, which is beneficial
both to society and the environment.

Read more about API Management and Västtrafik (in
Swedish)       

Version control in 5
One of our skilled consultants and experts Anna
Kennedy gives us the essentials of version control
in five minutes. In a Questions & Answers blog
she shares her experience.

Read the blog blog post on version control

or, if you prefer, the SlideShare on version control  

Your API strategy and objectives are in place -
where to go next?      
The next logical step is to decide what
information must be made available and
how it can be interestingly presented to the
correct target group in order to maximize
impact. It is time to design and present your
API. In order for your API to be successful
however, you need to ask yourself a couple
of questions...

Blog post on API Readiness - Design 

December fun for sysadmins     
Our staff will this December publish an advent calendar filled
with tips and tricks for sysadmins!

Taking a page from the sysadvent blog, we will in a similar
spirit publish one article every day in December, ending on 
the 24th.

The article contents will range from low-level sysadmin tools to simple
usage hints for making your day a little bit better.

The sysadvent blog will be found here! We hope you will enjoy the
articles!

Meetup: Configuration Management &
Integration     
We host our last Meetup this year the 24th of November with the
following program:

Are you API Ready? 
Linux infrastructure management workflow at the University
of Oslo 
The pay offs of implementing config management with
Puppet

Read more about the Meetup November 24th or register

Events

Redpill Linpro is attending and
hosting various events,
including:

AlfrescoDay, Copenhagen,
November 19th

Configuration management &
Integration Meetup, Oslo,
November 24th

Tech Blogs, Twitter,
LinkedIn and Facebook

Read about the latest tech
news and tips & tricks. Check
out our employees' blogs
on: Planet Redpill Linpro  
Our company blogs

Follow us on Twitter:
Redpill Linpro  
Redpill Linpro Training  

Follow us on Facebook

Follow us on LinkedIn

Training
Redpill Linpro offers, amongst
other, the following training
topics:

Mule Anypoint Platform
Essentials, information and
calendar

Puppet training, information
and calendar

And more... 
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